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Tark¡m¤ta of Jagad¢¿atark¡lamk¡ra 

 The word dar¿ana is derived form the root ‘d¤¿’ (to see) applying the suffix 

lyut.
1
  Literally the term dar¿ana denotes seeing.  Generally dar¿ana is divided into 

two n¡stikadar¿ana and ¡stikadar¿ana.  N¡stikadar¿ana did not accept  the authority of 

Vedas.  They are  C¡rv¡kadar¿ana of C¡rv¡ka, Jainadar¿¡na of Vardham¡na 

Mah¡veera, Bauddhadar¿ana of Sreebuddha. Ëstikadar¿¡na accept the authority of 

Vedas.  They are six types, S¡mkhyadar¿ana of Kapila, Yogadar¿ana of Pataµjali,  

P£rvam¢m¡msa of Jaimini, Uttaram¢m¡msa of Badaraya¸a. Vai¿eÀika dar¿ana of 

Ka¸¡da and Ny¡yadar¿ana of Gautamamuni.  

 The Ny¡ya popularly signifies right  or justice. The Ny¡ya¿¡stra therefore the 

science of right judgment or true reasoning.  The Ny¡yas£tra is the first systematic  

work of Ny¡ya philosophy.  It is written by Gautama.  Later this system came to 

regarded as the Pr¡cina Ny¡ya and Navyany¡ya.  The period between Gautama to 

Udanan¡carya is called Pr¡c¢na Ny¡ya period.  Navyany¡ya was introduced by 

Ga´ge¿a and Raghun¡tha.  Ga´ge¿op¡dhy¡ya   was the author of tatvacint¡ma¸i.  It 

was the first work of modern school of Hindu logic.  It introduces a new era in the 

development of logic. 

Jagad¢¿a Tark¡lamk¡ra was the greatest  expounder of doctrines of 

Navyany¡ya. He was flourished in the 17
th

 century. Jagad¢¿a Tark¡mlamk¡ra was the 

4
th

 in descent from San¡tana Mi¿ra, the father-in-law of the famous Caintanya. 

Caitanya was born in 1485 A.D.  Sanatana must have lived  about the same time.  

Allowing 30 yearsof each generation, we find that  Jagad¢¿a was born about 1605 

A.D.
3
  The date of his literary activity may be approximately fixed at about 1635A.D

4
  

He finished his studies in logic under academy of Bhav¡nanda Siddh¡nta V¡g¢¿a.  He 

was the author of Tattvacint¡ma¸i-d¢dhiti-prak¡¿ik¡, Tattvacint¡mani- May£kha,  

Ny¡y¡dar¿a or Ny¡yas¡ravali, áabda¿akti-prak¡¿ika, Dravyabh¡syat¢k¡, Ny¡ya-

l¢l¡vati- didhiti-vy¡khya.  

 Tark¡m¤ta is written by Jagade¿a Tark¡lamkara.  It is a prakarana work.  It 

also a Navya Ny¡ya text.   It is an important treatise on Vai¿eÀika philosophy. In this 

work seven categories of Vi¿eÀika and four pram¡¸as of the Ny¡ya have been 
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combined.   Tark¡m¤ta begins with salvation to Vishnu.  In first part of Tark¡m¤ta 

called ViÀaya-k¡¸da. Jagad¢¿a divides things into two kinds namely positive or 

(bh¡va) and negative  or abh¡va.  The positive things or bh¡vas are substance  

(dravya), qualities (gu¸a), action (karma), generality (s¡m¡nya), particularity 

(vi¿eÀa).  The negative things or abh¡vas are of two  kinds relative  non-existence or 

samsargabh¡va and reciprocal non-existence or anyony¡bh¡va.  The relative non-

existence or samsarg¡bh¡va is subdivided as antcedent non-existence (pr¡gabh¡va)  

(2) subsequent  non-existence (praddvams¡bh¡va)  and absolute now existence 

(atyant¡bh¡va).  Intellect is divided into two prama  or  valid knowledge and  aprama 

or invalid knowledge.   In this book aprama is explained at the time of explanation 

of intellect. Prama is explained posterior to abh¡va.  

The second part of Tark¡m¤ta called Jµ¡nak¡nda.  It treats of right knowledge 

prama which is derived through four means of knowledge.  Perception (pratyakÀa), 

Inference (anum¡na), Comparison (upam¡na) and  Verbal testimony (¿abda).  

Perception 

 Perception is the cognition which arises from the contact of the sense organ 

with its object and which is unnameble non-erroneous and definitive.
5
  Perception is 

the instrument of perceptive congnition.
6
  According  Ny¡ya there are six sense 

organs.  There is one internal sense called mind.  And five external senses namely the 

olfactory, the gustatory, the visual, the tactual and auditory.  Perception is of two 

kinds indeterminate (nirvikalpaka) or determinate (savilkalpaka)  Indeterminate 

perceptive  cognition is knowledge which is not possessed of a distinguishing 

attributes,
7
  as this is something.  Determinate perceptive  cognition is knowledge 

which is possessed of a distinguishing attribute8 as this is Dittha, this is a Brahmana, 

this is a black, this is a cook.  The inter course are two kinds laukika and alaulika.  

Laukika – sannikarÀa is six kinds they are conjunction, conjoined-inherence, 

conjoined inherent inherence, inherence, inherent-inherence, and partikalarity.  

Alaukika sannikarÀa is three types.  They are s¡m¡nyalakÀana or perception of 

classes, Jµ¡nalakÀana   or acquired perception, and yogaja or intuitive perception. The 

first one is the perception of whole class of objects through the generic property 

perceived in any individual  member of   that class.  The second one is the perception 

of an object which is in contact with sense through a previous knowledge of itself.  
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The last one is the intuitive  perception of all objects past and further- due to some 

super-normal powers generated in the mind by profound meditation. 

Inference 

 Inference is the instrument of inferential congnition.
9
 Inferential cognition is 

knowledge which is produced from consideration (paramarsah).
10

  Consideration is 

the knowledge of the indicatory mark being an attribute of the subject (pakÀah)
11 

characterised by  invariable concomitance, as the knowledge, This mountain is  

possessed of smoke which is pervaded or invariably accompanied  by fire is 

consideration.
12 

 The mountain is possessed of fire is inferential cognition.  Invariable 

concomitance is the certainty or invariability of co-existence in the form of where 

there is smoke, there is fire.
13  

Being  an attribute of the subject consist in the 

pervaded  or  less extensive vyapyam being present on the mountain.
14

 

 Inference is of two kinds intended for oneself and intended for another of 

them, the inference intended for oneself is the cause of one’s  own  inferential 

cognition.
15 

 To explain the inferential having just by himself comprehended by 

means of respected observation, the invariable concomitance viz., where there is 

smoke there is fire in the case of kitchen etc.. a man goes  near a mountain 

entertaining a doubt as regards the fire present on that mountain and seeing smoke on 

the mountain remembers the invariable concomitance viz., where there is smoke there 

is fire.  After that  the knowledge.  This mountain is possessed of smoke which is 

invariably accompanied by fire is produced.  This knowledge itself is designated as 

consideration of the indicatory mark. From that consideration the inferential cognition 

namely the knowledge.  The mountain is possessed of fire is produced.  This 

inference is called  intended for oneself. 

 When a man having himself inferred fire from smoke employs a five 

membered syllogism.    For the comprehension of another that is known as inference 

intended for another.
16 

 For example the mountain is possessed of fire. Because  it is 

possessed of smoke. Whatever is possessed of smoke all that is possessed of fire as 

the kitchen.  And this mountain is possessed of smoke.  Therefore it is possessed of 

fire.  From the indicatory mark propounded by this five members of syllogism even 

another comprehends fire.  
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Five members of Syllogism 

Pratijµa  – This hill is fiery. 

Hetu    – Because  it is  smokey 

Ud¡hara¸a   – Whatever is smokey is fiery as a kitchen. 

Upanaya  - So is this hill (smokey) 

Nigamana   - Therefore this hill is fiery. 

   Another classification of an inference is called Keval¡nvayi, Kevala-vyatireki 

and Anvaya vyatireki.  Keval¡nvayi when it is based on a middle term which is only 

positively related to the major  form.  A Kevalavyatireki  inference is that in which 

the middle term is negatively related  to the major term. An inference is called anvaya 

vyatireki when its middle term is both positively and negatively related to the major 

term.  

 A subject is that whose possession of the thing to be established is doubtful as 

the mountain (is the subject).
17

 When possession of smoke is the reason.
18

 A similar 

instance is that which definitely possesses the thing to be established  as kitchen.
19 

 In 

the same illustration a dissimilar or contrary instane is that which definitely possesses  

the negation of the thing to be established as a great pool  in the same. 

Hetv¡bh¡sa (Fallacies of Reason) 

 Fallacies reason are of four types.  Asiddha, Viruddha, Sandigdha, 

Anandhyavasita.  Asiddha is fourfold, ubhay¡siddha, anyatar¡siddha, tadbh¡vasiddha 

and anumey¡siddha.  

Comparison 

 Comparison is a  knowledge  of a thing through its similarity to another thing 

previously  well known.
20

  A man hearing from a forester that a bos gavaeus is like a 

cow resorts to a forest where he sees an animal like a cow.  Having recollected what 

he heard he institutes a comparison, by which he arrives at the conviction that the 

animal which he sees is bos gavaeus.  This is knowledge derived through comparison. 
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Verbal Testimony 

 Verbal Testimony (áabda) is the instruction of the reliable person.
21 

 The term 

¡pta as signifying a person who has immediate knowledge of dharma (the moral law) 

who is capable of perceiving objects in their real form and who communicates real 

knowledge to the other out of comparison. 

 The first condition underscores the relationship between words, one implying 

the other, each word has an extension which helps to build up a sentence.  A sentence 

is a combination of words having certain meaning.  The construction of an intelligible 

sentence must conform to four conditions viz., expectancy (¡k¡´kÀa), mutual fitness 

(yogyata), proximity (Sannidhi), and intended meaning (t¡tparyaya). Vrtti is two 

kinds áakti and lakÀa¸a for example of sakti when we hear the word gha¶a, we get the 

meaning of pot, which we used to fetch the water.    The example for lakÀana there 

are huts in a  waves of G¡´ges.  In this sentence we get  the sense is that the huts are 

located in the bank of the river Ga´ga.  Words are divided into four kinds. They are 

yogika, r£·ha, yoga-r£·ha, and yaugikar£·ha.  Yogika when its meaning is solely 

determined by those of its component parts.  R£da is conventional when its meaning 

is determined by the whole, independently of the part meaning. Yogar£·ha when the 

meaning determined by the whole agrees with that  determined by the parts.  Yogika-

r£·h¡ when their meaning are determined either by the potency of the whole or by 

those of the parts.  LakÀa¸a is the secondary meaning of a word.  It is the indirect or 

implied meaning is which we should understand a word.  When its direct or primary 

meaning does not consistent  with other word or the context.  LakÀa¸a divided into 

two Jahaswardha and ajahaswardha.  He describes the  verb to analysis the uses of 

tense and moods.   He exemplifies plenty of instance to show its difference to indicate 

the present tense he gives instance of ‘lat’ A present action done prior to the current 

day he uses imperfect tense (lit).  To indicate the future tense he uses the example of 

l¤t.  Next he use instance for  potential mood (vidhiling) and benedictine mood 

(¡¿rling) 
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Conclusion 

 Tark¡m¤ta is written by Jagadi¿a Tark¡lamgk¡ra.  It is an important treatise on 

Vai¿eÀika philosophy, In  this work seven categories of Vai¿eÀia and four pram¡¸as 

of the Ny¡ya are combined.  Tark¡m¤ta begins with salvation to ViÀ¸u.  The first part 

of Tark¡m¤ta called ViÀayak¡nda.  He divides things into two kinds, positive and 

negative.  The positive things are substance, quality, action, generality and 

particularity.  The  negative things are two kinds, relative non-existence and 

reciprocal non-existence.  The relative non-existence is subdivided as  antecedent  

non-existence, subsequent non-existence and absolute non-existence.  The second 

part of tark¡m¤ta called Jµ¡naka¸da. It  treats of right knowledge (prama) which is 

derived through four means of knowledge.  Perception, inference, comparison and 

verbal testimony. 
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